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Exelon’s John Rowe favors SMD elements
Expects it to show

up in RTO formation

Second of two articles

In earlier interviews Exelon’s CEO John
Rowe praised FERC’s efforts to develop
wholesale markets sometimes called
SMD.

“I’m sure we’ll change the name,” he
replied.

Elements of SMD vital to a working
wholesale market he listed as congestion
pricing and certainly RTOs, a transparent
market, day-ahead pricing.

Those are “really important in making
a fully effective wholesale market.”

But Rowe doesn’t see a need for the
same model to evolve the same way
everywhere.

He expects to see SMD in every
state across the Northeast where a
significant measure of retail competition
exists but not as “SMD.”

RTOs will continue to evolve
including SMD elements, he forecast.

In the Southeast progress will be
slower but Rowe predicts that “over
time people will see this fluid market in
the Northeast really has benefits and that
some of these elements will be adopted
elsewhere as long as states can do it in
their own time and at their own pace.

“Bill Hogan [Harvard professor] is
right.

“A lot of these elements are necessary
to a fully efficient marketplace.

Does Rowe expect to market in Texas
or the new California?

“Certainly yes in Texas where we
have power plants but the answer is
probably no in California” where they

don’t.
But he hasn’t been following “the latest

twists in California regulation.”
Rowe senses California is “lurching

back to some sort of integrated resource
planning model” and if that’s true the
market won’t be so interesting, he
predicted.

“California is a very complicated place
to be if you don’t have a really major
presence there.”

Rowe respects greatly the New Jersey
vertical model where the market accurately
reflects the price.

But that model discourages retail
marketers.

Rowe disagreed.
“It encourages all sorts of marketers

and financial intermediaries to bid products
into the auction and if the auction gets
prices too high, marketers have the
capability still to go directly to the
customer.  But I’m not one who thinks that
you should be encouraging marketers
unless they have real value.

“What you should be trying to do is to
get customers the advantage of a
competitive marketplace and I think New
Jersey does that really well,” he said.

Pennsylvania versus Illinois?
Exelon runs ComEd in Chicago and

PECO in Philadelphia, two of America’s
largest utilities in areas that have seen
competition but different models.

“They’re economically similar but
politically somewhat different.”

Both, in his view, are northern
industrial states with lots of industrial
buyers who can shop and do.

Rowe finds they switch when
competitors have lower prices but switch
back when marketers don’t.

In Pennsylvania more have been
switching back because marketers haven’t
been able to beat the products there given
the transition charges compared with
Illinois.

“In both states you have a residential
and commercial group that has not found
the competitive market frequently able to
offer attractive products so that in both
states a continued issue is how the utility
will supply the small customers with
products after the transition period ends.”

Each state is presently committed to
customer choice.

Rowe looks at the US and sees several
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West Coast AGs
seek Enron money:  The attorneys
general of Oregon and Washington —
Hardy Myers and Christine Gregoire,
respectively — wrote similar letters to
FERC Chairman Pat Wood urging the
commission to protect the public from
Enron’s activities.  They want any and
all documents related to Enron.  “The
fact that FERC has not already taken
adequate steps to hold this company
accountable is inexcusable.”  “There
can be no doubt that Enron, through
fraud and deceit, sent the West Coast
energy market into an unnecessary and
destructive tailspin,” wrote Myers in a
July 12 letter posted by FERC this
week.  Any relief or penalties ordered
by FERC are likely to be subject to the
terms of the bankruptcy proceeding,
warned Myers.

Easier guidelines to
boost energy savers:  New
enrollment guidelines may increase the
number of San Diego Gas & Electric

(SEMPRA) customers eligible to
participate in the no-cost, appliance
and home energy-savings-
improvement program.  Through the
Energy Team, income-qualified
renters or homeowners can get free-
of-charge energy-saving home
appliances and improvements such
as light bulbs, porch light fixtures,
door weather-stripping, caulking,
ceiling insulation, low-flow
showerheads and miscellaneous
minor home repairs.  Some may
qualify for a new refrigerator and
even a furnace repair or replacement
if found to be inoperable or
hazardous.

APS helps schools:  APS Energy
Services (APS) bought a large
quantity of USA Technologies
PlugMiser for Arizona School
Districts to put on computer
monitors in school computer labs.
PlugMiser automatically shuts down
monitors when not in use, cutting
energy costs while annoying
students.
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models working right now.  Southern is
making an integrated model work well.

Exelon is an example of “a pretty good
model” working with a mix of competition
and regulation.

“We’ve had a lot of operating income
growth during the 3.5 years or so that it’s
existed.

“We’ve achieved almost 10%
compound growth in operating areas.
That won’t last forever but it’s a
remarkable record.

“We’ve cleaned up our balance sheet
of most of the mistakes that we made in
the process and we are providing really
solid earnings and improving dividends
and most of the time a better record of
meeting our forecasts than a great many
are doing.

“Just . . . take a look at some of these
operating numbers and [they] suggest that
this is a company given rising wholesale
prices that is pretty well situated.

Is it true that ComEd’s connection
with PJM — now a couple months old —
is only a 300-mw link?

“It was supposed to be 500 on a long-

term basis,” Rowe responded, but
“someone who didn’t know about all our
commitments failed to secure it so we’ve
been securing the extra 200 on a month-
to-month basis.”

The issue is at FERC now and he
didn’t want to say more save that “we are
doing everything we can to bring it up to
500 mw every month because that was
the additional predicate of the regulatory
decision.”

Rowe expects the link to grow more
robust when AEP joins PJM.  “We’ll find
other ways of securing transmission
across the gap.”

He’s not certain where the gap is.
Dynegy and Allegheny have transmission
rights available in the area.

Rowe is eager to see AEP get in PJM
and for MISO to grow and improve and
for the two RTOs to become seamless.

“We wanted to get in PJM because it’s
more effective sooner and it does a bigger
better job of tying our eastern operations
to our western operations.

“We’re not anti-MISO.  We want to
see MISO become effective, too,” he said.

Two months is too soon to judge and
“I mean my wife wasn’t very sure of me
in two months.”

Rowe reports that part of PJM is
making the wholesale market “better for
our customers and is creating product
availability that we would not otherwise
have and the issue is just making certain
that PJM itself continues to do its billing
properly.

Is Scranton a windy place?
Exelon has windmills near Scranton,

Pa, but does the wind blow very much?
In the 25-30% range, Rowe said,

reflecting “a strange way of blowing when
you don’t need them and not blowing
when you do.”

But he finds them the cheapest green
power available.

An aide put the power’s cost at mid-
to high $30s/mwh.

In Illinois and Pennsylvania expanding
the green commitment is public policy.

Rowe wants to know how to get paid
for implementing it and “how much can
we add and keep making the system more
effective.”

Excelergy sees Arkansas and New Mexico opening for C&I
Competitive power shopping — at
least for large C&Is — is too good an
idea not to flourish and grow, in
Charles Craven’s view.

Excelergy’s consulting chief, a
TXU veteran who was involved in the
just-developing competitive markets in
the UK and Australia as well as the
Texas utility’s pre-deregulated
businesses, expects New Mexico and
Arkansas will open shopping at least
for large customers.

The economic development case is
just too strong to keep large customers
captive even in the still regulated South
and West.

Big employers in those states —
the 5% of customers who use 40% of
the power — need to compete with
companies in deregulated states and
overseas that can keep their power
costs down.

PUCs have to balance the possible
loss of jobs against maintaining the
regulatory status quo — a tough job,
Craven told RT.

Even in low-cost utility territories,
Craven sees opportunities in opening
markets.

Competing suppliers don’t offer
volume discounts, he explained, they
offer load-shape discounts.

Big customers who are able to
shape their loads to avoid system
peaks can turn their power costs into a
profit center by operating their backup

power system to defray grid power use or
moving work off-peak, Craven explained.

That began even before markets
opened as PUCs, big customers and
utilities created interruptible rates to
squeeze out high utility costs.

Under deregulation, even more
opportunities open up for large users able
and willing to share some of the risks of
wholesale markets.

Successful suppliers are the ones that
provide the market signals and energy
management tools that help large customers
save money by taking on some risk.

Most of the 90 or so marketers active in
the US do a good job of that, said Craven.

Those large customers want more
than cheap rates, Craven told us.  They’re
looking for tailored service and convenient
billing terms.  Under regulated utility
tariffs, customers are stuck on the utility’s
30-day billing cycle and by law cannot
tailor a service package.

Managing complex supply deals
comes down to using power software that
helps marketers squeeze the most profit
out of the power they buy or produce and
resell along with risk management services
to large C&Is.

That’s what Excelergy’s software
does, Craven noted, adding that the
development of off-the-shelf energy
software suites at ever-lower prices has
opened the business to more suppliers.

With market rules that vary from state
to state and often from utility to utility, the

costs of entering new utility markets
would be prohibitive without good,
flexible software — a point he made in
our last interview (RT, 4/26).

But with marketer-support software
and hardware prices coming down —
they were six to 10-times as expensive
even a decade ago when early marketing
ventures had to build their own systems
— the cost of entry is a fraction of
what it once was, Craven said.

Systems like Excelergy’s can handle
different market rules.

Another technical advance that’s
helped the competitive market is the
improving capability and dropping costs
of interval meters.

Those devices — so vital to
monitoring and responding to market
signals — are now within the reach of
more customers who can profit from
reshaping their loads.

Those technological advances are
helping new entrants to the market and
blunting the effect of utilities’ moving
out of competitive ventures and running
back to basics, he notes.

Another factor he sees as a positive
trend is TXU’s deal with Credit Suisse
First Boston to manage financial risk
(RT, 6/17).

Such partnerships are much more
common in Europe and combine
marketers industry knowledge with the
sophisticated risk management power of
major financial players, Craven added.

http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C72698%2CY&P=issue
http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C74298%2CY&P=issue
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Marketers urge FERC jurisdiction over smart-power
The power that’s been flowing down the
wires for generations is in the midst of
another major breakthrough, NEMA
President Craig Goodman told RT
yesterday, regarding Luke Stewart’s latest
US patent (story below).

“If I understand it correctly, any or
even all electricity on the US grid could
potentially become ‘smart electricity’ and
be equally capable of either illuminating a
light bulb or arbitraging the price for the
electricity used to do so,” said Goodman.

Of equal importance, this technology
is designed to use all electrical lines from
high to low voltage across the entire grid
thus making it instantly available in
interstate commerce all the way into the
wires in the walls of every home and
business connected to the grid.

“This inventor came to my attention
as one of the potential solutions to the
North American grid reliability issues we
faced last year,” Goodman noted.

His understanding of the language
used in the patent is that it could render
other BPL technology “last century
technology.”

The FCC expressed an interest in
older forms of BPL technology but the
new “Smart Power” may redefine both the
science and the law, said Goodman — a
noted expert on energy law and policy.

Not only is the new version designed
to counter the radio frequency
“emissions” [noise] that has raised
concerns at the FCC but it could literally
revolutionize the way we use and think
about electricity itself, said Goodman.

Stewart’s invention works at the
atomic level — creating differential
between electrons in the magnetic field
along the wires.

But it’s not radio and doesn’t create
radio emissions, he added, answering the
concerns of the those most affected by
traditional BPL, amateur radio enthusiasts
and those that rely on emergency radio
services.

It’s not the only solution that cuts out
radio emissions — but Stewart’s invention
is completely new and can fill the grid
with data-rich electrons and deserves
FERC’s full attention, said Goodman.

Since FERC clearly has jurisdiction

over the interstate transmission of
electricity, Stewart’s technologies could
support FERC’s interests in advanced
transmission technology, grid reliability
and deserves the benefit of the
commission’s mandate to ensure that the
grid remains open.

This could be extremely important to
the future of deregulation, Goodman
urged.

He wants FERC, the FCC and state
agencies to help make sure consumers
have an absolute right to buy Smart Power
in any of its potential uses.

“Every day lawmakers and regulators
are intensely focused on the benefits of
electricity competition for the smallest
end-use consumer,” reminded Goodman.

RT readers are well aware that
Goodman’s association represents US
energy marketers and some sell
communications too.

“If electricity restructuring and all of
the new technologies it enables make our
lives smarter, our work faster and our
cost-of-living cheaper — it will clearly be
worthwhile.

Microwave BPL inventor gets patent for smart-grid
Luke Stewart is at it again.  He was
this week awarded US Patent
#6,765,479 — his third for microwave-
driven BPL solutions.

The patent is for a “magnetic field-
based power transmission line
communication method and system.”

This patent is based on the same
ideas as his earlier one but goes much

further in showing how the grid that’s
used to deliver power can double as a
communications/data network.

Stewart’s breakthrough involves
using the magnetic component of the
electromagnetic field that’s generated
by the power in power lines rather than
the electrical component of that field
used by other BPL systems.

Better markets boost WPS profits
Higher competitive gas and power
margins and customer growth at
WPS Energy Services pushed
revenues up at WPS Resources in
the last quarter while higher profits
came from the regulated side of the
business.

WPS Energy Services’ revenue
rose $143 million (9%) in the first half
of the year over the same period last
year, the company reported.  Electric
margins were up $6.2 million (33.2%)
largely because of higher wholesale
margins as market prices rose and
the company improved its portfolio
management.

Margins on retail power sales in
Ohio and Michigan grew as well by
nearly $1 million.

Natural gas revenue grew by $27
million as WPS Energy Services

added new customers in Canada even
as gas price volatility declined.

Gas margins grew almost 20% for
the first six months as the company
added new Ohio retail customers,
managed better its supply and
improved operations, the company
reported.

On the regulated side, rate
increases approved in Wisconsin and
Michigan improved margins and a
FERC OK for higher wholesale rates
improved revenues.

Corporate income rose to $47
million so far this year, compared with
$36 million last year while revenue at
$2.4 billion was up from $2.25 billion
last year.

The company profited as well from
a healthier economy boosting C&I
sales, CEO Larry Weyers said.

That’s important because the
electrical component comes with lots
of challenges in noise from appliances
and transformers plus boosting the
signal and getting it over humps in the
system such as transformers.

Those problems are seemingly
eliminated when you take the magnetic
route because the magnetic field is a
continuous, physical field.

Stewart likes the example of a
glass of water on a table.

Hit the table with a hammer and
the vibrations will transfer into the
water.

No amount of tablecloths or
cushioning will keep the signal from
eventually getting through.

He sees his invention doing that to
data on the power lines.

With enough infrastructure the
power grid should hum with magnetic
signals — boosted by MASERs.

Those are the microwave version
(and principal precursor) of the much
more famous “light amplification by
stimulated emission of radiation”
(LASER).

The first MASER was built in 1951
by US physicist Charles Townes who
shared the Nobel Prize in 1964 for his
work in developing the light-beam
version.  Microwaves travel easily over
long distances with little resistance,
Stewart told RT, a fact radio
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astronomers are well aware of in
studying the stars.
MASERs produce a wavelength that’s
so constant it’s used to maintain the time
in atomic clocks, noted Stewart, and
could run a clock for hundreds of years
without losing or gaining more than a
second, said the Britannica Concise
Encyclopedia 2004 edition
(www.britannica.com/ebc/
article?eu=396769).

“MASERs have been used to
amplify faint signals returned from
radar and communications satellites
and have made it possible to measure
faint radio waves emitted by Venus,
giving an indication of the planet’s
temperature”, according to Britannica.

The electric power in transmission
lines creates electromagnetic radiation
with an electric field component and a
magnetic field component, says
Stewart’s patent.

The data — voice, internet, video,
anything that can be digitized including
real-time remote medical procedures
and massively-multi-player online
gaming — is sent through the magnetic
field that’s emitted from the power
lines.

The MASER is used to “excite”
that field’s “acoustic wave oscillation”
at the appropriate atomic transition
frequency, said the patent.

Using power lines for
communication dates back to the ‘30’s
to get phone service to rural areas not
yet served by telephone lines,
explained Stewart in the patent, using
carrier waves on the electrical
component of the radiation on power
lines.

They weren’t very successful
because of inherent limitations
including the inability to handle more
than one call at a time, noted Stewart.

Later attempts suffered from line
noise problems inherent in using the
electric part of the field — and created
radio interference when turned to an
effective frequency, wrote Stewart.

Because of the growing need for
“higher speed, higher capacity and
greater distribution of information of all
types over great distances” —
especially telephone communications
— an ever greater need exists to find a
cost-effective communication system
that “takes advantage of the vast and
well established power transmission
line distribution network already in
place throughout the United States and
the world at large,” Stewart wrote.

His firm is called Media Fusion
(www.hyperwires.com).

Illinois rate group strikes
accord on post transition

The Rate Working Group debating
POLR rates after the Illinois market
opens for real in 2007 reached consensus
on some critical issues such as allowing
the “prudent and reasonable costs of
associated hedging” to be paid by
customers still buying power from
utilities.

The rates group is one of several
working groups organized by the Illinois
Commerce Commission to advise on
how Illinois’ post-2006 market should
operate (RT, 6/7, 4/30).

The amount of hedging utilities do
should vary with the nature of the
service.

Utilities should hedge at least
partially against wholesale price moves
for residential and small commercial
customers “either directly or through
their commodity acquisition methods,”
members concluded.

While utilities needn’t hedge all their
supply, they “should not pass through a

fully unhedged spot market price” to
small customers who don’t choose real-
time prices (RTP) rates.

Do long-term contracts or the use of
their own generation by vertically
integrated utilities constitute a hedge?

The group didn’t agree on that point.
The less prices are hedged, the more

variable rates will be, the group agreed,
and the amount of hedging would vary
with the length of time rates are to
remain fixed.

The group didn’t reach a consensus
on how often POLR rates should be
reset or whether the largest customers
should be able to get only RTP POLR
service.

The group agreed that residential
customers should be offered stable
POLR prices that might include seasonal
differences and trueups and that utilities
or their POLR suppliers should take a
greater role in managing price and
quantity risks for residential customers.

Zero energy?  Can it be possible?
Northern Capital chose the Rinnai
tank-less water heaters for Southern
California’s first zero-energy home
(ZEH) community, it reported
yesterday, because they are about 50%
and 70% more efficient than gas and
electric tank-models, respectively —
and can save consumers up to 70% on
their utility bills, said the Fallbrook,
Calif, firm.

A ZEH is connected to the grid
but designed and built to produce as
much electricity as it consumes
annually.

The DOE-certified, single-family
new home development named

WillowCreek follows a nationwide
trend in home building.

WillowCreek homes use a 2.4-kw
photovoltaic (PV) roofing system —
and it’s one of only four ZEH
communities in the country.

Rinnai’s tank-less water heater
— used in all four ZEH communities
— attaches to the plumbing system
and heats water as it runs through the
unit’s heat exchanger.

Rather than use energy to keep
water hot 24/7, Rinnai begins heating
water within 3-5 seconds after the
consumer turns on the tap then shuts
off when the taps is turned off.

DG for most may start in the phone
For many, their first act of disconnecting
from the grid will probably be discarding
the power cable they use to recharge
the batteries in their phone and/or
laptop.

ISun makes a line of portable,
photovoltaic solar chargers and fuel cell
makers are rushing to get methanol and
even hydrogen-fueled chargers and
battery-replacements to market.

Belgian metals and catalysts firm

Umicore was profiled in yesterday’s
Wall Street Journal after it raised
earnings projections based on growth in
catalyst sales to China and Russia.

The firm makes components used in
four out of 10 laptop lithium ion
batteries, said the report, and plans to
have fuel cell replacements for those
batteries on the market in two years.

Micro fuel cells have been reported
as “on the way” for years but as they

http://www.britannica.com/ebc/article?eu=396769
http://www.britannica.com/ebc/article?eu=396769
http://www.hyperwires.com
http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C73338%2CY&P=issue
http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C72744%2CY&P=issue
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finally start coming to market, having a
fuel cell in one’s phone or laptop may
help smooth the transition for some to
more profound DG solutions.
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